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how to upgrade the software on my zu ku satellite? i tried to update it but it was a mess. it will
not work. it does not go to boot. i have a new satellite. i want to replace it. i need to do a

firmware upgrade before replacing it. i would like to know the way to do it. i have the following
hardware and software; decoder : hisense 3d s-series device : hp notebook os: windows xp in

the software menu it says i have software update, after you download the file it says it is wrong.
i have tried this on two different computers both with the same result. it always says it is the

wrong software. any help would be appreciated. thanks, patrick 2.0 to be honest, noone
actually knows the difference between the 2.0 and 1.0 decoder version. i have the following

hardware and software; decoder : hisense 3d s-series device : hp notebook os: windows xp in
the software menu it says i have software update, after you download the file it says it is wrong.

i have tried this on two different computers both with the same result. it always says it is the
wrong software. any help would be appreciated. thanks, patrick hi i have a hisense 3d s-series
and i just bought the satellite receiver. i don't have the software to watch the channels as it
says i have to download it. the software is given to you by the sat provider, i just want the

software to use this sat receiver. any help will be appreciated. i have a v3-5lh ( new ) and would
like to upgrade the software to the latest version but it will not let me download the software. it
says i have to register with a link which i have tried and i keep getting the same message. can

someone please help me with this problem?
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I downloaded the software update and when I restarted the receiver the display showed a
message "invalid start" when all I had clicked was the "restart receiver" button on the software
update screen. Does anybody know the answer to this problem. Please reply. I have a STX1000

satellite radio and I was wondering how to update my new software? All it says is updates
available but when I click on it, it says none is avaliable yet I already downloaded it I have a
STAR-SAT X30 and I need to change the time zone, the hasselblad HD rf settings, and the

horizontal alignment. I can't change the settings using the original software. I downloaded new
software and tried to change them on the original software but the configuration box won't

accept my selections. I have a sr8080hd and I was trying to download the stock firmware but I
have been having some problems. Right now I am stuck at version 3.36.00 and it keeps telling
me file not found. When I go to.zip archive, it says that the firmware is not supported and to

contact the manufacturer Starsat SR-x30 no usb working on ubuntu 15.4 downloaded firmware,
connect to internet, but 0.0 scan. I have a satelele infomac working on it. I would like to know

what is the problem and how to solve it. The FHS is an unofficial HOWTO to read device drivers,
LinuxFilesystems and MDK compatible selcof the StarSat as-is-currently-released firmware. The

original firmware did not support all of these features.The firmware does not yet support the
following features: 2T, 4T, 5T, HR,HR/DR modes, 2.5G/3G, DA/SA modulation, SSB tuner, Tuner
A/B or tuner model index. But with patch firmware you can enjoy the new firmware modes, and
the features mentioned above, And there are more programs such as Interference Intellgence,

improved PPM/PWM, internal power supply, improved rcv/ucv, Enhanced Built-In Program
Guides etc.If your receiver model does not support any of the features listed above, don’t be

afraid to search online for a firmware update. Some good sites include: 5ec8ef588b
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